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ABSTRACT
Through the 1990s, HPC centers at national laboratories, univer-
sities, and other large sites designed distributed system architec-
tures and software stacks that enabled extreme-scale computing.
By the 2010s, these centers were eclipsed by the scale of web-scale
and cloud computing architectures, and today even upcoming ex-
ascale HPC systems are magnitudes of scale smaller than those
of datacenters employed by large web companies. Meanwhile, the
HPC community has allowed system software designs to stagnate,
relying on incremental changes to tried-and-true designs to move
between generations of systems.We contend that a modern system
software stack that focuses on manageability, scalability, security,
and modern methods will benefit the entire HPC community. In
this paper, we break down the logical parts of a typical HPC sys-
tem software stack, look at more modern ways to meet their needs,
and make recommendations of future work that would help the
community move in that direction.
KEYWORDS
high performance computing, distributed computing, operating sys-
tems
1 INTRODUCTION
The Department of Energy’s (DOE) National Laboratories have
long histories with high-performance computing, housing some
of the largest HPC systems in the world. In the early to mid-1990s,
the laboratories and HPC facilities defined large scale computing
and created the tools and concepts that enabled the extreme-scale
computing that we see in companies like Amazon, Facebook, and
Google.
By around 2010, HPC systems were starting to be eclipsed by
these companies, and today even upcoming exascale systems are
magnitudes of scale smaller than those of datacenters employed
by large web companies. Meanwhile, the HPC community has al-
lowed system software designs to stagnate, relying on small in-
cremental changes to tried-and-true designs to move us between
generations of systems. While this can partly be attributed to the
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differences between the systems in question—tightly-coupledHPC
systems versus widely distributed web systems, for example—we
contend that a more modern system software stack that focuses on
manageability, serviceability, scalability, resiliency, security, and
modern methods will benefit the entire HPC community.
Modernizing the system software stack used on HPC systems is
not a simple task, and we will not try to solve it in this short paper.
While existing HPC system management packages like xCAT[20]
and Warewulf[47] have made incremental steps towards the goals
described in this paper and new efforts like Shasta[21] have made
some of them explicit design goals, this is long-term work that
must be done as a community. Designing and implementing a full
modern HPC system software stack will take multiple years to get
right, and if treated as a monolithic project will be obsolete by the
time it is complete. Instead, we are starting the work of breaking
the problem down to create a foundational design, and to iterate
over this design’s subcomponents.
In this paper, wewill look at the base components in today’s sys-
tem software stack, describe the improvements we see each com-
ponent needing to work in a more modern way, and survey the
current state of work on those components. We have narrowed
our discussion down to two broad areas of interest to teams that
manage HPC systems: the software stack that runs on individual
cluster nodes, and tools and practices involved in system manage-
ment activities.
While each of these areas is unique, they can be discussed using
a similar set of topics. These include manageability and service-
ability, scalability and resiliency, and security. In addition to these
topics, we discuss how API-driven designs and applying modern
methods can help appropriate areas, and look at the current state
and potential implementations in the more concrete areas.
1.1 Paper Layout
This paper consists of two main sections. In Section 2, we describe
components of compute and service nodes within an HPC system.
This is comprised of sections discussing using a minimal operat-
ing system stack as the basis for compute and service nodes; ways
of running cluster support services on top of that minimal oper-
ating system; and ways of running compute jobs on top of that
minimal operating system. In Section 3, we look at higher-level
activities that occur on an HPC system and how they can benefit
from updated approaches. This is comprised of sections discussing
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configuration management, state management, orchestration, and
provisioning.
2 NODE STACK
Nodes contained within a cluster can largely be categorized under
two types: compute nodes, which run user jobs, and service nodes,
which provide system management, user access, data routing, and
other services to a system. The software stack used on either type
of node should focus on reusable components, the rapid boot of
nodes, and flexibility for both service and user job containeriza-
tion.
This section describes components within the operating system
and software stack that runs on top of these nodes. Section 2.1
starts with a description of the commonminimal operating system
architecture that will be used as a basis for either compute or ser-
vice nodes. Section 2.2 then describes how system services run on
the cluster, building on the minimal operating system framework.
Finally, Section 2.3 describes compute resources and how jobs will
be executed on those systems.
2.1 Minimal OS
Individual compute nodes in current HPC systems are generally
stateless, whether they include persistent storage that can be re-
built at any time (e.g. state-lite) or because they lack persistent
storage and lose all state when powered off. True stateless systems
typically boot with a staged approach: in stage one, a kernel and
initial RAM disk (initrd) are loaded via a network device, while
in stage two a permanent root filesystem is either downloaded or
mounted over the network and the kernel pivots its root to that
new image.
We advocate using a minimal operating system image that does
not abandon the initial RAM disk image via the switch root mech-
anism. Instead, the initrd image should include the minimal set of
binaries, libraries, and services that are needed to support building
more advanced environments using containers. These containers
should make use of existing foundational technologies like Linux
namespaces[38] and container runtimes built upon these technolo-
gies.
2.1.1 Current State. Past and current projects have implemented
some of the approaches described in this section. Lightweight oper-
ating system kernels such as theBlueGene ComputeNode Kernel[2]
and Catamount[27] have been used in the past, but these are spe-
cialized kernels that are meant to run a single process very quickly
and are not full-featured operating systems. Several minimal Linux
distributions have been developed to power container-based web
applications, such as CoreOS Container Linux[45], RancherOS[43],
and openSUSE MicroOS[32], but these distributions are generally
targeted toward microservices environments and don’t take into
account needs ofHPC systems, such as high-speed network adapter
drivers and parallel filesystems.
2.1.2 Manageability & Serviceability. By using a minimal base op-
erating system on cluster nodes, several advantages will be gained
over heavier-weight OS images.
Reduced code base In a monolithic stateless system, updat-
ing nearly any software component requires rebooting into
a new image to ensure a fully updated system. By moving
to a minimal OS image with containerized services and user
jobs, we can dramatically reduce the number of changes that
require reboots to include only the kernel and base services.
More discussion on how approach benefits jobs and higher-
level cluster services can be found in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
Reduced image configuration A reduced set of base pack-
ages and services reduces the amount of post-boot configu-
ration that needs to be run in the OS image itself. This will
result in simplified node image configurations and lower
node boot time while moving configuration logically closer
to the containers of the applications being configured.
2.1.3 Scalability & Resiliency. The minimal OS approach benefits
scalability and resiliency by reducing the size of the initial system
boot artifacts and simplifying the number of components that are
active in those images. While application and service container im-
ages still need to be transferred to nodes after their initial boot, this
can be implemented with more scalable and more robust clients
within theminimal image thanwithin the traditional PXE or firmware
framework. Once the system is booted, a minimal OS design makes
it easier to logically separate a node’s base image from its applica-
tions and services, providing a layer for a center to introduce sand-
boxing and automatic remediation tools that are less likely to be
affected by the applications themselves.
2.1.4 Implementation. The following components should be a part
of any successful Minimal OS implementation.
Kernel, Kernel Modules, and Hardware Support Themin-
imal OS should be based on a standard Linux kernel. This
provides flexibility and reliability to the underlying system
and provides compatibilitywith a very large software ecosys-
tem and developer base. While much of the system func-
tionality will be added by components or containers loaded
outside of the minimal OS, the minimal OS is responsible
for managing kernel-level features such as hardware driver
modules, firmware loading, and filesystem drivers.
Initial ramdisk Network booting techniques currently require
an initial ramdisk as the first stage of OS loading to provide
enough system functionality to complete the boot process.
For theminimal OS, the initrd should be comprised of a user-
land environment based on a lightweight toolset such as u-
root[39]. The initrd must also be capable of acquiring and
loading any service or job containers that need to run on
top of it.
Read-only root filesystem image The root filesystem image
of the minimal OS, as provided by the provisioning system
(see section 3.4) should be provided in a way that does not
allow persistent changes. This helps to ensure that the sys-
tem image remains stateless. The read-only root filesystem
can be overlayed with a read-write memory-based overlay
filesystem[4] to provide runtime functionality.
Boot-time OS configuation Individual nodes within the sys-
temwill need boot-time specialization, such as network con-
figuration and hostname assignment. These configuration
items should be simple, but extensible, and able to be passed
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to the node via kernel command-line parameters, fetched re-
motely during boot, or provided via tools like cloud-init[35].
2.2 Cluster Services
On a traditional HPC cluster, there are one or more nodes that
run internal services that manage the cluster. While these nodes
may be referred to by a variety of names (“master nodes”, “leader
nodes”, “service nodes”, “head nodes”, “admin nodes”), in this paper
we will refer to them generically as “service nodes”. Services that
these nodes run include:
• System support (e.g. central NTP, Syslog, LDAP, authentica-
tion, mail)
• Job schedulers and resourcemanagers (e.g. Slurm, TORQUE,
Moab, PBS, SGE, Cobalt)
• System provisioners and support (e.g. Warewulf, Cobbler,
DHCP, TFTP, HTTPD, NFS)
Some of these services, such as NTP and DHCP, are very sim-
ple and essentially stateless within an HPC cluster environment,
while others, such as Slurm and LDAP may have running or on-
disk state that needs to be preserved during runtime or across ser-
vice restarts. In all cases, these services normally run on one or
more service nodes, which are independent of the cluster’s com-
pute nodes. On a small cluster, all of these services may run on a
single node, while on a larger cluster they may be spread out to
several nodes that hierarchically manage subsets of the compute
nodes.
While this design is simple to set up and manage, it comes with
drawbacks. For example, it creates single points of failure, in which
a single node failure can cause subsets of the cluster or even the
entire cluster to fail; it creates scaling constraints, where adding
new hardware may require rebalancing the existing infrastructure
or growing it by quantum leaps; and it adds artificial software up-
grade constraints, in which large parts of a cluster may need to
be taken out of service to perform upgrades on individual compo-
nents. In short, this design is easy but constraining.
To update this design, we can exploit the fact that many of these
services are built to scale out by adding more independent copies
of the service on multiple servers. While this is essentially the path
that is taken on larger clusters that have multiple service nodes, it
is usually only used in this case to provide scaling without extra
resiliency. By using service management tools that were originally
adopted by large-scale, microservice-oriented web companies, we
can start to build an HPC cluster services design that is both scal-
able and more resilient than on a traditional cluster. Along the path
of adopting those tools, we can start to see how adopting stronger
introspection tools also help make systems more robust. Two key
design decisions behind this plan are tomake services independent
and replicable, and to add visibility into the APIs they provide.
2.2.1 Current State. The services that run clusters are developed
by many different people, projects, and companies, and their de-
sign and current state are highly varied. Some, such as DHCP, DNS,
and NTP servers, have long histories and are used across the com-
puting industry. These tend to scale well because theywere written
to be run replicated multiple times at a site. Meanwhile, HPC cen-
tric services like Slurm, PBS, Conman, and Powermanwere written
to have one copy running on a “master” node without significant
consideration on how to make multiple copies run on the same
system at the same time.
Complex HPC services like schedulers, resource managers, and
cluster management tools have frequently been built to scale verti-
cally instead of horizontally. Most of these tools could benefit from
increased introspection and better resiliency, as they frequently be-
come single points of failure within their clusters.
While it is currently possible to build a fairly scalable and re-
silient system using off-the-shelf services and some high availabil-
ity tools, it is not easy to get actionable monitoring data that can
answer more complex questions than “is it working” off of many
of the components. Data on client and API call latency, time spent
processing versus handling requests, and the number of requests
served over time will provide useful monitoring and introspection
data for system managers.
2.2.2 Manageability and Serviceability. Large-scale cluster man-
ageability and serviceability are strongly influenced by the design
of the cluster’s services infrastructure. Amodern system needs bet-
ter componentization of its services and more scalable introspec-
tion tools. We can start to see how to do this by applying some
standard concepts.
Containerization/Virtualization Containerization and vir-
tualization give system managers flexible ways to upgrade
service node images, migrate running services between ser-
vice nodes, and scale services up or down as demand or sys-
tem design changes. Many low-level (e.g. Docker and Lib-
virt) and high-level (e.g. Openstack and Kubernetes) tools
exist that can be used to provide this level of support. By
exploiting these tools, it is possible to build a service infras-
tructure on top of lightweight virtual machines or contain-
ers that can be treated as independent and ephemeral.
Minimal OS The service infrastructure should make use of
the same minimal OS described in Section 2.1 as its under-
lying support operating system. Having a consistent base
operating system across the full system simplifies many as-
pects of system management, including node image build-
ing, security monitoring and patching, and general system
debuggability and discoverability.
Service profiling Services should provide means for profil-
ing their execution. For each type of request, a request-response
style service should providemeans for determining: the num-
ber of requests made, the total number of responses, the av-
erage service time per request, and the average response per
request. In many applications other statistics (e.g. median
response time, 99% response times and other distributional
properties) are desirable.
Visibility into operations Services should be capable of log-
ging and reporting their activity during initialization, nor-
mal operations, termination, and other major state changes
during execution. Per-request operation logging should be
provided for debugging purposes if possible. Failed requests
should be reported. Typically debugging traces implemented
for development purposes are also suitable for problem di-
agnosis for systems administration, and systems adminis-
trators should have the option to enable such logging mes-
sages.
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2.2.3 Scalability and Resiliency. While smaller systems may not
require scalability features that are necessary to run larger-scale
clusters, systems of all sizes benefit from increased resiliency. An
important aspect of scaling services is improving their resiliency
by making them more tolerant of failure and less dependent on
other cluster services.
Resiliency Treating services as smaller, independent portions
of a system introduces new levels of resiliency. By using
lightweight containers or virtual machines as the basis for
each individual container and by aiming for stateless, ephemeral
services when possible, we enable the ability to treat ser-
vices as components that can be quickly started, restarted,
and replaced without affecting a running system. This also
makes it less likely that a single service running on a larger
system can affect other services on that system if it starts
experiencing problems.
Failure Modes A failure in a service node should not result
in failures of client nodes. Clients accessing services should
be tolerant of failures of service nodes and either retry op-
erations until a request is successfully processed or fail. A
client should be notified quickly if a server is unable to han-
dle requests so that it can quickly send service requests to
another server instance; active notification of server failures
should be preferred to detecting faults via timeouts.
Transparent load balancing Services that scale up and down
automaticallymust not require a configurationmanagement
action on all client nodes to be usable by the client nodes.
Automatic scalability Extra copies of services should be able
to spin up and down automatically. Small, independent ser-
vices running within an orchestrated environment helps fa-
cilitate this.
Cluster independence Ideally, the infrastructure described
in this subsection could be used for more than one logical
cluster at a time. This would involve leveraging the scala-
bility of the service layer to handle multiple independent
(or pseudo-independent) clusters that have boundaries de-
fined around processor architecture, high-speed network in-
terconnection, or similar hard edges.
2.3 Jobs
Ultimately, an HPC system exists to support the running of user
jobs across many systems at once. These jobs are frequently scien-
tific in nature, but they also support financial market analysis, oil
and gas exploration, cinematic movie rendering, and many other
efforts.
Today, running a complex job on anHPC system requires knowl-
edge of what system-specific libraries, scientific libraries, andmaybe
kernel libraries are available on a particular system, aswell as what
their paths are and how they are linked with each other. This soft-
ware stack tends to be specific to individual systems, and is gener-
ally difficult to change at a system level due to deep dependency
chains that reach into vendor-provided software and due to depen-
dencies across many users’ projects. The community often works
around this by using tools like SPACK[15] to build software depen-
dencies in a project-local area, but this is far from ideal.
Containerization, referring to the use of a combination of Linux
namespaces and filesystem trees to provide flexible software stacks
on Linux systems, is a popular way to work around some of these
problems in today’s web industry.
2.3.1 Current State. Outside of the HPC world, containers based
on Linux namespaces are widely used for rapid prototyping and
deployment of stateless services. Meanwhile, the HPC community
has been slow to widely adopt the same technologies.
On one end of the implementation spectrum, full-service con-
tainerized scheduling and orchestration solutions like Kubernetes[10]
and OpenShift[24] can be used to easily deploy and scale stateless
services on large clusters of systems.
On the other end of the spectrum, very lightweight containeriza-
tion tools like Charliecloud[33], NVIDIA’s enroot[8], systemd-nspawn,
and the Linux unshare tool provide simple containerization solu-
tions.
Several tools span the gap between these two extremes, includ-
ing ones that target HPC environments (such as Shifter[25] and
Singularity[28]) and ones that targetmore generic workloads (such
as Docker[22]). These tools provide varying levels of support for
scheduling, orchestration, and container storage.
2.3.2 Usability. Since we do not expect all users will need (orwant)
to become containerization experts, we propose that this function-
ality be provided in two ways:
• First, allow significantly advanced users to bring their con-
tainers to run on a system. Ideally, we should standardize
on a single container image format that can either be used
as-is or translated on-the-fly to work on any system. Given
the inability of a center to know the provenance of a given
user-provided container, the processes in these containers
must run unprivileged.
• Second, provide transparent containerization to anybodywho
does not provide their application container. Many users
will still desire a workflow where they log in to a cluster
frontend node, compile their code with the provided compil-
ers and libraries, and submit their job to the backend nodes.
In this case, the scheduler and resourcemanager shouldwork
with the cluster management system to transparently stand
up a default center-provided container thatmatches the fron-
tend node environment, and the job should run inside that
environment without additional user intervention.
2.3.3 Manageability & Serviceability. By using containers as an
abstraction that separates a system’s user environment from its
underlying kernel, we realize several benefits that improve system
manageability and serviceability. These include:
User Environment Upgrades On traditional clusters, upgrad-
ing the system-level packages that make up the user envi-
ronment requires some sort of downtime to either upgrade
packages in-place or to distribute and boot new images that
have been built out-of-band. In a containerized environment,
the process of distributing new images is dramatically sim-
plified: once a particular job finishes, the next job can start
with the new container image that has been independently
distributed to the cluster.
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User Environment Flexibility For the same reason that up-
grading operating system images can be difficult on a tradi-
tional cluster, providing multiple versions of a user environ-
ment is also difficult. Using a transparently containerized
model, the entire user environment can be chosen at job sub-
mission time, andmultiple versions of the user environment
can be active on the system at a given time.
Operating System Separation By disconnecting the user en-
vironment and libraries from the operating system kernel
itself, system managers and system architects can change
the underlying operating system kernel with more freedom.
While current HPC clusters are frequently built using Redhat-
or CentOS-based images for compatibility reasons, a fully
containerized cluster can provide that compatibility layer
within the user environment container while making use of
the best base operating system for a given system.
2.3.4 Implementation. Any implementation of a transparently con-
tainerized workflow requires support from the major HPC sched-
ulers and resource managers. To provide a very basic level of sup-
port, this requires the ability to start jobs on compute nodes with a
minimal set of Linux namespaces in use. In this most basic model,
a user that wants to run a traditional job submission will submit
their job and rely on the resource manager to start their processes
in an appropriate center-provided container image with at least
the user and mnt namespaces. Meanwhile, a user with an already-
packaged application container will provide a container in their
job submission, and the resource manager will start their job with
that container image within the appropriate namespaces.
Amore advanced implementationwill include support for a con-
tainer store. In this case, user-provided and center-provided con-
tainer images will be stored in a container registry, and the re-
source manager will have the ability to obtain a specified container
image from this registry at job startup. The user’s interface for run-
ning a traditional-style job will not change in this implementation.
However, a user providing their image will be able to upload the
image to the registry and be able to specify the image name when
submitting their job.
The Linux namespaces used within an implementation will de-
pend on local policy. For node-exclusive scheduling, a minimal set
of namespaces can be used: mnt and user. For shared-node sched-
uling, centers will likely want to provide process privacy with the
pid namespace and resource constraints with cgroups. More ad-
vanced use cases may also require additional isolation, such as net-
work separation with the net namespace.
While providing abstraction between the user environment and
the underlying kernel sounds great in theory, HPC systems of-
ten have dependencies that cross that boundary. Examples include
GPU libraries and MPI implementations that depend on the under-
lying high-speed network. Today, these problems are frequently
worked around by injecting the system’s libraries into a container
at run time. True container transparency will require much bet-
ter support for dynamically making use of tools and libraries that
cross this abstraction boundary.
3 SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
The HPC system described thus far requires the coordination of
many components to deliver a usable system for running jobs. The
hardware must be provisioned, the containers must be made avail-
able, and basic operations such as software updates, access control
changes, or system maintenance must be made straight-forward
to perform while ensuring that operations do not cause damage
to running workloads, to hardware, or other components of the
system. Systems management refers to the components that make
these kinds of operations available. We contend that the growing
complexity and scale of systems, both in software and hardware
components, demands a better design for HPC systems manage-
ment. Further,we observe thatmany of these systemsmanagement
tasks can be informed by large-scale web and cloud techniques.
In this section, we outline the logical components for future
HPC systemsmanagement. We break down the logical components
as: configuration management, state management, orchestration,
and provisioning. We stress that this is a logical separation of tasks
rather than a reference to any specific pieces of hardware. In some
cases, it may be, that multiple or all of these components are pro-
vided by a single piece of software. Nevertheless, we consider these
distinct roles that must be considered in the design of future HPC
systems management to achieve the stated objectives of manage-
ability, scalability, and security.
Section 3.1 begins by describing how adopting new approaches
surrounding themanagement of configuration states can helpmod-
ernize system management practices. Section 3.2 then proposes
methods for managing current and intended state in a distributed
HPC system. Section 3.3 ties both of those together by discussing
methods for translating a system’s current state into its intended
state through orchestration. Finally, Section 3.4 looks at the tool-
ing and methods required to automate, orchestrate, and secure the
system provisioning process leveraging the methods outlined in
the previous sections.
3.1 Configuration Management
Using automated tools to configure systems has a long history[5]
and is established as a best practice[37]. Configuration manage-
ment systems are especially suited tomanaging HPC systems, which
generally have a large number of very similar constituent nodes.
Today, configurationmanagement tools such asAnsible[44], Cfengine[5],
and Puppet[42] are widely used in HPC environments, but their
installations can benefit from an updated look at their roles and
responsibilities.
3.1.1 Manageability & Serviceability. Configuration management
tools are designed to enhance the manageability and serviceability
of a system by providing an automated method of making changes
and enforcing policy. One strong case for using a configuration
management tool is disaster recovery: in the case of a minor or
major system disaster, a site needs to be able to return the system
to the state it was in before the disaster. Flat-file configuration data
facilitates this by being easy to back up, transfer, and repair, but not
all services within an HPC system use flat files for configuration
and state management. In this case, systems should provide an API
or other interface that can be used by an arbitrary configuration
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management system to bootstrap the service with data stored in a
more accessible format.
Given the ubiquity of configuration management tools within
HPC centers, HPC systems and system software need to support
a layered approach to system configuration management. When
standing up a new system, it is undesirable to reimplement an
existing configuration management scheme to comply with the
new system’s prescribed method of configuring software. While
vendors and tools need to provide their base configurations, sites
also require access to APIs or other interfaces that can be used to
override or supplement these base configurationswith site-specific
configuration without having more than one competing source of
truth.
Similarly, sites that make use of test and development environ-
ments alongside production environments should be able to spec-
ify site-wide configuration data that is inherited by all systems.
This prevents the need to replicate that information between mul-
tiple systems, reducing errors. The deltas between production and
development systems should be made relatively small and should
be easily described and templated.
3.1.2 Scalability&Resiliency. HPC systemswithmore than 20,000
nodes are typical in leadership class facilities, and configuration
management tools need to scale to that size and beyond. Config-
uration operations must be asynchronous to one another so that
there are no blocking operationswhilewaiting for lagging portions
of the system to catch up. Configuration systems must also be ro-
bust to failure of individual systems, capable of bringing a node
that has been down for an extended period back to the same level
of configuration shared by the rest of the system. Configuration
should happen as quickly as the system will allow it to, adhering
to individual tools’ deployment models and design principles as
closely as possible for consistency.
3.1.3 Modern Methods. Following current best practices[40], sys-
tem configuration should be definable by text files that can beman-
aged by a source code management or version control system such
as Git. Following this paradigm enables large operations teams to
develop new changes on a systemwithout interfering with the run-
ning system or other team members’ work.
Following this paradigm enables several positive outcomes, in-
cluding:
Code review By treating configuration data like software source
code, we can use code review tools available with many re-
vision control systems to review changes before they are
applied to a system.
Safer team collaboration Keeping configuration in a revision
control system prevents many interference problems that
can arise when working on large teams. The revision con-
trol system can be treated as the source of truth for the sys-
tem’s configuration, providing a clear interface for the sys-
tem management team to use when making changes to the
system.
Audit trails Revision control systems provide a history of all
changes made to a repository, providing an audit trail for
security investigations, pinpointing a bad change, or other
similar activities. Awell-maintained repository can also sim-
plify the process of reverting a change that had undesirable
consequences, even if the change was made long in the past.
Version control systems also allow for tracing the history of
changes through the lifetime of the system.
3.1.4 Security. An important subset of data managed by a con-
figuration management tool is security-related configuration. The
proper configuration of these items, including SSH keys, authoriza-
tion and authentication configuration files, and host-based firewall
rules, is enforced by a configuration management tool. These tools
also prevent unmanaged changes, whether malicious, accidental,
or intentional, from persisting on a system. To reap the security
benefits of a configuration management tool, the tool must be able
to fully enforce the state of the system. Any state that cannot be de-
fined by a configuration management tool can potentially be tam-
pered with in a way that is not easy to automatically detect and
remediate.
A configuration management tool used on a modern HPC sys-
tem must include integrated secrets management. Whereas earlier
generations systems were protected by relatively simple reusable
or one-time password-based schemes to control logins and privi-
lege escalation, newer systems make use of role-based access mod-
els, API keys, x509 certificates, and similar tools and technology
to regulate authentication and authorization. The numerous keys,
certificates, and tokens used on a system must be tracked, pro-
tected, and revoked and regenerated as necessary. A configuration
management tool used in such a system must be able to encrypt se-
crets at rest and distribute secrets to systemswithout adding undue
complexity. These secrets must be overridable by a site as needed
to comply with their local security policies.
3.1.5 Current State. Configuration management is a mature field
with many well-established products. Most current configuration
management tools assume they will be working with flat files or
templates, and they generally do not have any problemwith config-
uration repositories that are stored in a revision control system. Hi-
erarchical configuration control is available in tools like Puppet’s
Heira[42] and the Ansible[44] group structure, providing layered
configuration management support.
Interoperability between existing configurationmanagement tools
at sites and those provided by vendors continues to be difficult.
Sites with systems from multiple vendors face the task of inte-
gratingmultiple potentially conflicting configurationmanagement
tools with their site-deployed tools, which can lead to islands of
one-off systems that are managed differently from the others at
the site. Secrets management also continues to be difficult. While
simple tools like Ansible Vault[44] and HashiCorp Vault[18] are
sufficient for handling secrets, vendor adoption has been incom-
plete and integrating site-specific secrets management tools with
vendor-provided configurationmanagement tools is often not straight-
forward.
3.2 State Management
The successful design of any large, distributed system requires a
coherent and reliable way to determine both the current and in-
tended state of critical system hardware and software components.
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In traditional HPC solutions, the states of particular components
have been tracked by independent services and processes that do
not cooperatewithin a shared state namespace. Thismakes reliable
automation and complex system workflows cumbersome or inco-
herent. For instance, to achieve a basic function such as a rolling
system update, one needs reliable answers to questions like “is
this node ready for reboot?”. Without a coherent and reliable state
store, these kinds of questions cannot be adequately answered to
achieve reliable systemmanagement. We contend that proper state
management is critical to future HPC system management stacks.
As HPC systems grow in scale and complexity—both hardware
and software—it becomes critical to system management to pro-
vide reliable automation and coordination of system tasks. Even
the common task of provisioning a node has become a complex
workflow in today’s multi-architecture and multi-imaged systems.
To achieve coherent, complex workflows both the current state of
the system and the desired state of the system must be reliably
known. This maps closely to the declarative concepts of “facts” and
“desires” (or “goals”). In a distributed system, the facts and desires
need to be coordinated to formulate coherent answers to any ques-
tion needed to achieve the desired workflow.
In general, the desired states of the system should be derived
from, but are not necessarily identical to the configuration man-
agement system (see 3.1). For instance, the configuration manage-
ment system may provide the recipes for a minimal OS image, and
specify the current approved image, which the state management
system will register as a particular desire for a particular node. The
source of truth for system facts should ultimately be the hardware
or software components themselves, or their nearest controlling
process. For instance, the best source of truth of the current power
state of a particular node is either the node itself or its out-of-band
controller. For software and system management states, it is ex-
pected that this information may be provided by the orchestra-
tion components (see 3.3), or the scheduler and resource manager
(“SRM”). In less complex systems, state management may be a pro-
vided component of orchestration or SRM.
3.2.1 Manageability & Serviceability. By providing a coherent ap-
proach to state management, the systemmanagement architecture
can provide known guarantees to the state of the system. This al-
lows not only the reliable and safe operation on the system by
administrators of the system but also allows for the creation of
complex orchestration and automation workflows. The ability to
create safe automation and orchestration of components will pro-
vide critical services to the rest of the system management stack,
and is considered critical for themanagement of large–scale future
systems.
3.2.2 Scalability & Resiliency. When managing distributed state,
consistency demands and guarantees must be considered. For in-
stance, if it is determined that absolute consistency is required for
a particular question, the general guidelines outlined by the CAP
theorem[16] must be weighed. In these cases, a two-phase commit
process, such as those provided by Paxos[29] and Raft[41] algo-
rithms must be followed. These algorithms have been widely de-
ployed in cloud and web-scale environments, and are freely avail-
able in packages like ZooKeeper[11], etcd[12], and Consul[17].
While these algorithms can provide strong consistency guaran-
tees, they tend to scale poorly to very large scale and high-transaction
deployments[1]. Fortunately, cloud andweb-scale deployments have
shown that, for a large class of system management concerns, it
is acceptable to rely on “eventual consistency,”[50] in which con-
sistency is not guaranteed, but guarantees on consistency conver-
gence over time can be provided. For instance, in a large scale
provision of a system, it may be acceptable that the wrong boot
configuration is temporarily provided to a node so long as the er-
ror is caught and corrected within an acceptable timeframe. The
eventual consistency paradigm has shown strong scalability ad-
vantages for large scale distributed databases and systems manage-
ment, making eventual consistency desirable for large-scale HPC
management when strong consistency is not required.
3.2.3 Implementation. Successful state management relies on the
following requirements:
Source of truth All state information must have a consistent
andwell-defined source of truth. If at any point the source of
truth for a particular fact shifts, the source of truth for that
fact must be reliably transferred, e.g. the state of a nodemay
initially be owned by the node’s provisioner, then handed
off to the SRM for job scheduling. In general, the source of
desires should be configuration, while the source of facts is
components.
Defined consistency For automation or orchestration towork
effectively, all facts must have consistency guarantees or
consistency convergence appropriate for the query. For in-
stance, the query “can this node be powered off?” may need
a strongly consistent answer to avoid lost information, while
the query “which image should this node run?” may have
less strict consistency requirements so long as orchestration
can converge the node to the correct image within accept-
able timeframes.
Centralized To provide consistent answers to queries requir-
ing multiple facts, a centralized interface for state informa-
tion must be provided. In the case that multiple state man-
agement systems exist, they must manage disjoint sets of
state, and no query across disjoint sets of facts should be
considered coherent.
Exclusivity Any process that access or supplies state must
interact with the state manager for that information.
3.2.4 Current State. While state management solutions for cloud
and web-scale solutions are common practice and readily available,
state management has largely been ignored by current HPC sys-
tem management solutions. The one exception to this rule is the
role the SRM currently plays in state management. In some less-
complex deployments, the SRM, along with some basic ties into
orchestration, may be sufficient to supply HPC state management.
However, in most large-scale or complex deployments, HPC tool-
ing will need to be adapted to use these techniques.
Many software packages, some already mentioned, provide ade-
quate data stores with varying levels of consistency guarantees for
the use with state management. Whether one of these solutions is
used, or an integrated solution is adopted, the orchestration, pro-
visioning, and configuration management tooling will need to be
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adapted to consistently use a state management solution. Some at-
tempts at this already exist, such as Kraken[34].
3.3 Orchestration
Orchestration is the logical follow-on to state management. While
state management tracks current and desired states of the system,
the role of orchestration is to coordinate the changes of states in
the system. Orchestration is intended to provide coordinated, safe
operations on the system. For instance, orchestration should be
responsible for coordinating tasks like system initialization, and
rolling software updates. Orchestration is responsible for the logic
to make sure these tasks are performed in safe, robust, and coher-
ent ways.
We consider orchestration distinct from the actual tooling to
make system changes, for example, booting nodes. Orchestration
provides the logic necessary to coordinate system changes, while
provisioning (see 3.4) provides the tooling to achieve these changes.
Orchestration naturally relies on state management to provide de-
sires aswell as current state information. Hence, orchestration logi-
cally sits between state management and provisioning. In any prac-
tical HPC systems management solution, these components may
exist as part of one or more tools, but we consider these distinct
roles.
3.3.1 Manageability & Serviceability. Orchestration should provide
the mechanism for many management tasks on the system. For in-
stance, it is expected that orchestration will provide a reliable way
to implement security patches and software updates across a sys-
tem. In this sense, the orchestration system is critical to managing
the HPC system. The orchestration system should also work with
the provisioning system to provide reliable, timely system startup
and shutdown, including validation of system readiness state and
automated recovery from recoverable divergencies in the orches-
tration task, such as failures in node initialization.
3.3.2 Scalability & Resiliency. As the coordinator of the system,
orchestration is a critical service, and failure of the orchestration
system will constitute a system management failure. To build a re-
silient HPC management solution, the orchestration service must
be designed to resist failure as well as provide well-defined behav-
iors in case of failure and a streamlined recovery process. To resist
failure, orchestration should be capable of replication of service.
This could take the form of tree-like or sibling replication. It should
also be the case that, in the event of an orchestration failure, run-
ning work on the system is not interrupted. Specifically, a failure
in the orchestration system should not lead to a failure in a run-
ning job or a failure in other system-critical services. Finally, in
the event of a failure, the orchestration system must contain the
logic to either resume or, if safe, repeat the current orchestration
tasks on the system.
Depending on the complexity of orchestration and the size and
complexity of the system, it may not be sufficient to have a sin-
gle orchestration service managing all nodes in the system. In this
case, it is again desirable to provide either tree-like or active-active
sibling orchestration services. This will need to be coupled with
tree-like or sibling replication of state management. Depending
on state consistency requirements, mechanisms for replication are
well studied [3, 30, 49].
3.3.3 Modern methods. The last decade has seen many advances
in orchestration and automation methods. Some lessons can be
learned from container and virtualmachine orchestration solutions,
such as Docker [22], Kubernetes [10], and OpenStack[14]. Orches-
tration solutions are much more powerful and flexible if they can
provide modular and extensible interfaces. This is greatly assisted
by providing well-defined and portable application programming
interfaces (APIs), such as OpenAPI/Swagger[46], gRPC[13], or Thrift[9].
3.3.4 Implementation. Orchestration can takemany different forms,
and can be of varying levels of complexity. The orchestration sys-
tem may provide full automation of the system and its allocation,
or a minimal subset of coordination tasks. Some basic features
should be required for HPC system management.
System initialization & shutdown The orchestration system
should work with state management and provisioning to
provide robust, reliable, and timely system startup and shut-
down. Ideally, the orchestration system should be capable
of ordered startup and shutdown of dependent components.
It should also be able to verify system readiness state for
these operations and provide basic reporting of operation
success or failure, optionally providing automatic recovery
from known failure patterns.
System updates The orchestration system is responsible for
coordinating system updates. When possible, the orchestra-
tion system should provide the ability to roll updates to the
system as components become available for updating.
Security & emergency remediation The orchestration sys-
tem must provide coordination of emergency patching and
emergency event remediation, such as controlling firewall
rules, revoking access, and emergency software patching.
System-wide automation flows The system should provide
system-wide automation capabilities both for feature changes,
such as loading a new container image for a runtime job,
mounting or unmounting filesystems, etc., as well as for
automated error recovery. Ideally, these automation flows
should be extensible and definable by the systems adminis-
trators.
3.3.5 Current state. While orchestration and automation systems
have been widely leveraged in the cloud and web-scale computing
space, they have had onlyminimal adoption in HPC. Container and
virtual machine orchestration platforms, such as Kubernetes have
been leveraged for certain components of system management in
some modern solutions such as Cray Shasta [21], but over-all HPC
system orchestration is currently lacking. Some newer projects,
such as Kraken [34] have set out to provide more robust orches-
tration and automation to HPC, but have yet to see wide-spread
adoption. Most HPC system boot models, for instance, still use a
“set it and leave it” approach to system initialization, in which the
provisioning system is put in place, and the process of bringing
the system up is left to manually powering on components and
verifying that they properly initialize by hand. We see system or-
chestration as one of the areas in critical need of future work.
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3.4 Provisioning
Provisioning encompasses the processes and tools to discover phys-
ical hardware, generate OS images and configuration, boot all node
types, and transfer the image and configuration to the nodes.
3.4.1 Manageability & Serviceability. Provisioning is a force mul-
tiplier for HPC system administration staff. It allows the manage-
ment of a single node to effectively require the same amount of
time and effort as 1000s of nodes.
Provisioning tooling includes the functionality to automate the
configuration of node firmware (e.g. BIOS settings, BMC settings,
etc.), interaction with a network-based boot loader to configure
and provide the kernel and initial root filesystem (e.g. initrd), and
provides a mechanism to transfer container and other filesystem
images. The generation and configuration of images are also needed.
Reliable, commonprotocols likeHTTPS and SSH should be used
as a foundation to build provisioning tooling, as they arewell known
and easier to troubleshoot.Protocols likeHTTPS and IPv6 SLAAC[48],
which don’t require centralized state coordination, are also inher-
ently easier to understand and troubleshoot.
To further reduce complexity,when booting a Linux kernel fetched
over the network, using the same kernel through the life-cycle of
the boot until the node is rebooted will reduce the overall code
base used. Compared to boot processes that kexec from one kernel
to another, there is no need to maintain a provisioning kernel that
is required to support all hardware within a system.
As described in Section 2.1, moving from a staged provisioning
approach (ie. initrd that makes use kexec or switch_root to execute
the final kernel or root filesystem) to a container layered approach
reduces the overall size of boot images and configuration required
during boot. Reducing the amount of configuration required dur-
ing boot inherently makes for an easier to understand and trou-
bleshoot boot process. Avoiding an initrd stage, which with the
staged approach isn’t accessible after boot, removes a traditionally
difficult to troubleshoot step of the boot.
3.4.2 Scalibility & Resiliency. Fast system boot time is often a pri-
ority for HPC centers. While a significant part of the boot time
of a node lies in executing the system’s initial firmware, the net-
work boot loader, network addressing, image transfer, and boot of
the image needs to be optimized for speed as well. Reducing boot
time increases the overall utilization of the HPC resource, as it al-
lows the node to be more available for jobs. The fast boot of nodes
will allow for reboots to be used as part of job cleanup, reducing
the complexity and increasing the thoroughness. Administration
staff benefit from a fast boot time as well, decreasing the iteration
time required when troubleshooting images and other configura-
tion changes.
Node discovery and network addressing should be derived by
some inherent facts about a node’s physical location within the
system (e.g. based on a switch port and switch ID). A node in a
specific location within a given system, should always have the
same hostname and network addressing. This approach allows for
ease of location finding during maintenance activities as well as
a reduction of centrally managed state of a node. For example, a
discovery mechanism that records a node’s unique MAC address
on initial install and subsequent replacement is no longer required
when this type of self-discovery functionality exists.
The services that support node boot, addressing, and image trans-
fer need to be horizontally scalable (e.g. using a load balancer) to
support an arbitrarily large number of nodes. Conversely, these
services also need to be able to scale down to a single service node
or virtual machine for testbeds and other small clusters.
In general, when network-based services and protocols are de-
signed or selected, ones that minimize the amount of communica-
tion are preferred. While such “chatty” protocols may be accept-
able at a smaller scale, when multiplied by 1000 or 10000 nodes,
extra consideration is needed to ensure effective scaling.
The use of stateless protocols is preferred for scale-up due to
inherit scalability properties as they tend to remove centralized or
distributed coordination. An example of a stateless service is IPv6
StatelessAddress Autoconfiguration (SLAAC), where the client self-
assigns its address based on router advertisements. The router doesn’t
maintain what address was assigned to the node. An example of
a stateful service is DHCP, where the client requests information
from the server, the server then maintains state (e.g. DHCP lease)
about the client so when asked again it can give the same response.
3.4.3 Security. Provisioning strategies typically rely on hosting
artifacts, where artifacts are both configurations (dynamic or stat-
ically generated), binaries like the Linux kernel, as well as filesys-
tem images. This model makes it difficult to securely host any type
of credential (e.g. TLS key) that an eventual user on the system
won’t also have access to over the network. Various strategies have
been applied, like a dedicated provisioning VLAN, which isn’t con-
figured by the time the node is available for users. Another strategy
could be to store credentials in a Trusted Platform Module (TPM),
which attempts to make the extraction of a credential from a node
difficult.
Most strategies, however, rely on a credential that somehow
has to be transferred, prompted for during boot, or stored in non-
volatile storage on a node. As a result, the model of out-of-band
provisioning is suggested. In this model, an out-of-band processor,
commonly known as a baseboard management controller (BMC),
provides shared storage media between the node and it. Alterna-
tively, if the BMC has DMA access to the node, it may be possi-
ble to create virtual storage devices or simply write artifacts into
memory during boot. The advantage of using the BMC, with its
dedicated management network, is it can provide a one-way in-
teraction with the node. The user on the node, even with elevated
permissions, will be unable to fetch remote artifacts containing cre-
dentials. This approach could have the secondary benefit of stag-
ing artifacts out of band from the node. These artifacts once staged
can then be used to quickly update to a new OS image or kernel
for example.
Beyond credentials, BIOS and BMC firmware and settings also
need to be protected from elevated privileged users, and thus should
only be writable via the out-of-band BMC. In-band mechanisms
need to be limited to read-only access or no access at all.
Further, each layer of the provisioning process within a node
should cryptographically validate that the layer beneath matches
what is expected to be running. Based on the values discovered
the node needs to be able to remotely attest[7] this validation to a
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centralized service. This and other techniques discussed in Section
3.1 help with tracking change in an HPC system, reducing time to
troubleshoot both for administration staff and end-users; as well as
allowing sites to be reasonably confident that nodes are running
unmodified versions of firmware, OS, and software.
3.4.4 Implementation.
Node Discovery Network addressing strategies should employ
self-discovery based on the physical location in a system.
For example, an addressing scheme can be developed based
on the connected switch port ID and switch chassis ID fetched
via Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP). Another approach
is using aDHCPRelay running on the node connected switch,
where the relay includes circuit ID and port ID information
in the forwarded DHCP request.
With IPv6, a network can be configured so that a node solic-
its and receives IPv6 router advertisements including RDNSS
(DNS Servers) andDNSSL (DNS Search Path) settings for ini-
tial bootstrapped addressing. The resulting address is typ-
ically derived from the hardware address of the network
adapter. Based on the advertisement the node will have an
IP address and DNS server and search path information. Fur-
ther configuration attributes for boot can be discovered via
DNS. The advantage of this approach over DHCP is there
is no centrally maintained state during the network address
discovery process.
Note, while these network addressing strategies are impor-
tant for scaling to large systems, it’s also important to sup-
port the basic case for a small cluster using traditional DHCP
and PXE without regard to a physical location. This keeps
the required network configuration to aminimum for testbeds
and smaller systems.
Image Building There is a range of image building options
available. It is not clear which approach below is the best,
and likely the pros and cons of each will be dependent on
use cases. Thus it’s suggested that these options be studied
to better describe the benefits and deficiency of the follow-
ing imaging approaches.
(1) At one extreme, the fewest number of images are created,
a generalized image is created ahead of the node boot.
This image is modified on boot with configuration man-
agement, or another runtime tooling to customize it for
the node’s specific purpose.
(2) At the other end of the spectrum, an individual image is
created for every single node; images are completely cus-
tomized before the boot including all needed configura-
tion.
Other ideas within the above extremes should be studied.
For example, perhaps node-specific configuration isn’t part
of the image, but is still generated ahead of time. This config-
uration is then applied to a node via an overlay mechanism
during boot.
OS Image Transfer Based on the system design, administra-
tor reasoning, or user choice two image transfermechanisms
are needed.
(1) Transfer of the entire image into node memory or local
storage. The main drawback is occupying memory and
thus reducing the total amount of memory available to
jobs. The overall data transferred over the network ismax-
imized as the entire content of the image is always trans-
ferred.
(2) Partially transfer the image into node memory or local
storage, with the remaining contents of the image remotely
available. Remote contents of the image are fetched (and
potentially cached)when explicitly read by the node. This
can be implemented with existing tools like block-based
storage (e.g. iSCSI and Ceph RBD), or network-based filesys-
tems (e.g. NFS or Lustre). Each strategy typically mounts
the remote storage read-only with an overlay filesystem
that allows local changes to be applied (but not persisted).
3.4.5 Current State. The primaryHPC-focused provisioning tools
currently are xCat[20], Warewulf[47], vendor-provided tools such
as those provided by HPE/Cray[21], as well as numerous cloud
and enterprise-focused tools like Cobbler[6], Foreman[31], MAAS
(Metal as a Service)[36], Digital Rebar[23], andOpenStack Ironic[24].
These tools all implement some form of configuration automation
for DHCP and the network boot loader iPXE or PXELINUX. The
HPC tools generally focus on image-based provisioning while the
enterprise-focused tools typically focus on Linux distribution spe-
cific install and configuration like Kickstart[26] and Preseed[19].
While these tools may implement parts of the concepts presented
in Section 2, we are unaware of an existing integrated provisioning
tool or tools that implement all concepts.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The HPC system software stack has relied on incremental changes
over the last decade to reach the scales we currently see in HPC
systems. However, by taking a critical look at the current state of
the art within our field and parallels within web companies, we can
see a variety of practices that can be beneficial to adapt to make
HPC systemsmoremanageable, serviceable, scalable, resilient, and
secure.
In Section 2, we looked at how using a minimal operating sys-
tem with container-based services and jobs can lead to less down-
time, greater flexibility, and greater scalability. While few HPC-
specific services have been designed with this model in mind, we
believe that many can translate to this model with minimal effort
due to their horizontal scaling features. Methods of containerizing
jobs, on the other hand, are in active development, but are still rel-
atively immature when compared to their traditional counterparts.
We see a lot of potential in moving toward containerized work-
flows in both of these areas.
In Section 3, we took amore abstract look at the system software
stack. We discussed concepts that will help modernize configura-
tionmanagement, statemanagement, orchestration, and provision-
ing within an HPC system, making recommendations for how to
make better use of existing tools and adopt modern practices with
new tools as they are developed. These are areas that can benefit
from new and continued development.
The HPC system software stack is huge, and a paper of this
length can only scratch the surface of potential work. Continued
work in this area within the HPC community as awhole is required
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to realize the gains described in this paper and the many similar
gains that are waiting to be described.
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